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Name  Dr. David A. Bray

Organisation Harvard Visiting Executive In-Residence

Email address david.a.bray@gmail.com

Country/region USA

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government
Intergovernmental organisation
Internet technical and professional community
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Individuals have a locus of control over their own digital identity and data that they produce,
vs. governments or industries.

Openness Individuals are free to choose how open they are with their data, governments and industries
have a similar choice.

Accessibility Individuals have more choices for internet network access and the internet is available to
people of all abilities and languages

Multistakeholder
participation

Individuals have a locus of control over their own digital identity and data that they produce,
vs. governments or industries.

Cross-cutting
indicators

Individuals are free to choose how open they are with their data, governments and industries
have a similar choice.



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Do individuals feel like they have a locus of control over their digital identity data and
data they produce?

Openness Do individuals feel like they have a locus of control over their digital identity data and
data theay produce?

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Individuals have a locus of control over their own digital identity and data that they produce,
vs. governments or industries.

Openness Individuals are free to choose how open they are with their data, governments and industries
have a similar choice.

Accessibility Individuals have more choices for internet network access and the internet is available to
people of all abilities and languages

Multistakeholder
participation

Individuals have a locus of control over their own digital identity and data that they produce,
vs. governments or industries.

Cross-cutting
indicators

Individuals are free to choose how open they are with their data, governments and industries
have a similar choice.

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Recommend the UN engage Vint Cerf's "People Centered Internet" initiative. https://peoplecentered.net/
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

For part of Vint Cerf's "People Centered Internet" initiative. https://peoplecentered.net/
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

For part of Vint Cerf's "People Centered Internet" initiative. https://peoplecentered.net/



7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

The most important question we should be asking is: Do individuals feel like they have a locus of control over their
digital identity data and data theay produce?
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here. people_centered_internet.jpg

(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/people_centered_internet.jpg)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/people_centered_internet.jpg
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Name  Adrian Schofield

Organisation JCSE

Email address adrian@jcse.org.za

Country/region South Africa

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Freedom of access to information, freedom of speech, protection from cyber crime

Openness Choice of service providers.

Accessibility Affordable access with affordable devices.

Multistakeholder
participation

Civil society, business and government sharing responsibility for policy-making and
implementation.

Cross-cutting indicators Status of health, education and economic activity.

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Not sure

Openness Coverage: 2G, 3G, LTE, LTE-A, 5G

Accessibility Penetration rates: mobile; fixed line, FTTx

Multistakeholder participation IGF



Cross-cutting indicators Not aware

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Our laws are OK but there is little ongoing research about their effectiveness.

Openness We are moving into a more open era but there is no formal reporting mechanism in place
yet.

Accessibility I think we have access to relevant data.

Multistakeholder
participation

In theory, we have MSP in place but it is mostly lip service to the principle rather than
effective participation.

Cross-cutting indicators Much more work needs to be done to collect data in these areas.

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

None
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

To track progress of Internet penetration in relation to other indicators such as skills development, education and
socio-economic development.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? To promote access and guide policy

development.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Examine each government's allocation for responsibility for ICTs. Is it a single department? Is it a significant member of
Cabinet? Is there a strong support for use of ICTs in service delivery and government's internal operations? Are ICTs
used for control of the citizens or facilitation of socio-economic development?
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Name  Chris Zielinski

Organisation Partnerships in Health Information Programme, University of Winchester (UK)

Email address chris@chriszielinski.com

Country/region UK (but working in Africa and Asia)

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights 2

Openness 4

Accessibility 3

Multistakeholder participation 5

Cross-cutting indicators 1

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Yes - but to be discussed

Openness Yes - but to be discussed

Accessibility Yes - but to be discussed



Multistakeholder participation Yes - but to be discussed

Cross-cutting indicators Yes - but to be discussed

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility access to essential information

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators access to essential information

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

The interesting thing about internet indicators is that you can derive many process indicators which are nevertheless
of genuine value - process indicators are generally not considered very useful in analogue situations (e.g., how m any
books you have distributed tells you liittle about the value of the information in the books), but the kind of process data
you can get from Google Analytics and the more sophisticated analytical tools on use, frequency of visits, pages
visited, etc. do provide genuine useful information and can yield indicators on gender and age-related access, and on
such broader but key concepts as networking.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

As a PhD candidate, I am currently working on indicators of the application of knowledge and of knowledge
management in the health sector. These include knowledge based indicators on Internet access.I was a member of the
Unesco study on "Measuring the impact of information on development" in the 1990s - this needs to be updated (and
this is also a part of my current work). Note that there is an excellent Unesco "revised draft recommendation on the
promotion and use
of multilingualism and universal access to cyberspace" dating back to 2003 (I was involved in the drafting process)
which incudes the concept of "access to essential information", which remains a key concept. As mentioned in my reply
to the previous question, once we decide on which analytical tools and indicators to use, I would apply them to my PhD
research and associated papers.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

In applied research and in development situations - and write them up for researchers to use in developing the
framework further.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.



I would be very glad to work with Unesco on this - it is a topic I have studied for many years in applied situations
(working mainly in WHO on knowledge management in developing countries. Please get in touch.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

unesco_multilingualism_feb_2003_with_cover_letter.pdf
(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/unesco_multilingualism_feb_2003_with_cover_letter.pdf)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/unesco_multilingualism_feb_2003_with_cover_letter.pdf
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Name  Paulo Roberto de Lima Lopes

Organisation Telemedicina Avcademic Network - RUTE/RNP

Email address paulo.lopes@rute.rnp.br

Country/region Brasil

Gender M

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Intergovernmental organisation
Civil society
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Eletronic health access (Digital Health)

Openness Device and system avaiable to health professional and patients

Accessibility from hospitals and others health facilites to house, schools and work places

Multistakeholder participation IT and health (physicians, nurses, othres) professionals

Cross-cutting indicators Internet literecy

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Health palyces and Strategic plans in e-Health

Openness Number of health devices and health systems

Accessibility Number of health instituitions with internet access; Number of mobile accesss



Multistakeholder participation Number of helath professionals that use professional applications at work

Cross-cutting indicators Number of ICT halth disciplines in Health Schools/Faculties

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Lack of legal framework specific to health sector

Openness The system and device no design by Human Centred Design and their costs

Accessibility The cost of access and access quality to health applications

Multistakeholder participation Lack of professional knowladge, skills and attitudes to use internet in health sector

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

No comments
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

Including de indicator in annual country research about ICT on Health developed by NIC.br/CETIC.br
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

The indicators can help Ministry of Health an Ministry of Science and Technologic devevolping a strategic plan to offer
a ROAM at health Sector
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Please, check : Survey on the use of Information and Communication Technologies in Brazilian Healthcare Facilities -
ICT in Health 2013
http://www.cetic.br/pesquisa/saude/
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Name  Gideon

Organisation DotConnectAfrica

Email address support@dotconnectafrica.org

Country/region Kenya

Gender M

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Everyone has a right to access internet.

Openness The internet should remain open for all, and not subject to intervention by authorities

Accessibility The internet should be affordable and accesible for all

Multistakeholder
participation

Multistakeholder participation is a good forum to hear every ones voice, however no one
single person/organization should take

Cross-cutting
indicators

Cross- cutting indicators include progress in e-commerce, e-education, development of more
local content, government open data a



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Legal framework as regards internet use including security from cyber-surveillance

Openness Awareness of the existing gaps that hinder openness as well as what local citizens has a right
to access freely online.

Accessibility Awareness, freedom and incentivized resources

Multistakeholder
participation

Each voice mush be considered important and not have one organization/person impose any
views on any stakeholders. There also m

Cross-cutting
indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

In Africa the internet is still a largely growing ecosystem and with the way the continent is forced to leapfrog into new
technologies that are already being experienced in the developed nations.

Our indicators are mostly based on new innovations and the adoption of such innovations within the local communities.

Another indicator would be the level of need based inquiries for resources that local residents express and especially
as regards the STEM programs that offer an avenue to better use of ICT’s and better appreciation of the internet as a
platform/enabler. 
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

We will use the indicator framework to map and study the level of development in internet related projects as relates
STEM especially in women/girls demographies.



This will also help us and other organizations to identify areas of need and gaps that need to be addressed and this
plan accordingly. 

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

Each stakeholder might have specific needs; however the indicators would place at the center the most prevalent ICT
needs. Thus from the indicators each stakeholder can map what to catalyze and what to minimize in terms of the use of
the internet tools.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

The private sector continues to play a bigger role in the development of the internet and such they need more
enabling opportunities and open government to create a conducive ecosystem for the growth of internet development.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Name  Ben Akoh

Organisation University of Manitoba

Email address umakoh@myumanitoba.ca

Country/region Manitoba

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Rights to educational technologies and infrastructure

Openness

Accessibility Access to knowledge and information in rural communities

Multistakeholder participation Involvement of indigenous peoples in educational and cultural policy processes.

Cross-cutting indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights Rights to educational technologies and infrastructure

Openness

Accessibility Access to knowledge and information in rural communities. Access to Infrastructure in
rural communities

Multistakeholder
participation

Involvement of indigenous peoples in educational and cultural policy processes.

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Indicators should focus on advancing the equality between indigenous people in rural areas and learners in urban
areas. 

A useful indicator is:
The quantity of male and female learners with access to the internet per capita in the rural/Indigenous community
compared to those in urban areas.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

In the classroom.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? For policy processes.

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Name  Lucas Costa dos Anjos

Organisation Instituto de Referência em Internet e Sociedade

Email address lucas@irisbh.com.br

Country/region Brazil

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Legislative assurance of privacy rights

Openness Open access to technology

Accessibility Open access to technology

Multistakeholder participation Funding for developing countries' members

Cross-cutting indicators Transborder data flow

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights Freedom on the Net Report

Openness

Accessibility TIC Domicilios Brazil

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Analysis of legal frameworks. It is necessary to take into consideration municipal law

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

In order to support research, determine countries' profiles, elaborate public policy suggestion.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Be aware of internal policies which hinder or limit user's rights, such as privacy policies.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

transborder_data_flows_and_bill_n.5.27616.pdf
(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/transborder_data_flows_and_bill_n.5.27616.pdf)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/transborder_data_flows_and_bill_n.5.27616.pdf
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Name  Sivuyile Sviggy Sesi

Organisation Internative Digital @756Writing

Email address Mavidge1@gmail.com

Country/region South Africa

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Civil society
Academic
Journalism/media
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Constitutional rights

Openness Economy and society

Accessibility Freedom and monitoring

Multistakeholder participation Cooperation and synergy

Cross-cutting indicators Ubuntu



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Self help

Openness Self help

Accessibility Self help

Multistakeholder participation Cooperation and tolerance

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Man and children use more of the free provided internet
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

To protect my ownership activities
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? Fairly

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.
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Name  Eang seanghong

Organisation RULE

Email address hongrule@gmail.com

Country/region cambodia

Gender male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government
Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Civil society
Academic
Journalism/media
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.
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Name  Ismael Peña-López

Organisation Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Email address ismael@ictlogy.net

Country/region Spain

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights active citizenship, active aging, self-directed learning

Openness open/free access to scientific content

Accessibility cultural diversity

Multistakeholder participation empowerment of civil society, technopolitics

Cross-cutting indicators third level digital divide (effective use), transmedia literacy, digital identity

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights just proxies, no direct indicators. Eurostat partially addresses some of these issues



Openness Existing indicators (amount of green and gold access journals) are misleading. Science
should be open all along, not ex-post

Accessibility just proxies, no direct indicators on international usage, languages, or so

Multistakeholder
participation

no direct indicators, but can be inferred from other indicators

Cross-cutting
indicators

there are almost no indicators on effective use and high level digital literacy

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights most indicators are from the supply side, not the demand side

Openness most reflections are positive (what can we do) instead of normative (what should we
do)

Accessibility needed more indicators on (1) distribution of content creators and (2) user generated
content

Multistakeholder
participation

have to measure extra-institutional means of participation or creation

Cross-cutting indicators high level digital literacy is difficult to define: this should be the beginning

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

There are few indicators and most of them relate to (1) physical access to the Internet (e.g. ownership of devices) or to
(2) frequency of use. There are no indicators that are qualitative about the kind of use, the kind of content, etc. and,
most important, the reasons behind this behaviour.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

I would like to believe that it will provide more detailed information on the (1) differences in usage and (2) reasons
behind it, and thus be able to design policies that better fit different people's needs (e.g. technology in the classroom,
lack of women's voices in media in general and in social media in particular, etc.)
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

I would like to believe that they will use this differential indicators to add them to the already existing indicators on e.g.
gender, youth, childhood to have a more complete profile of these groups of people. And act in consequence.



7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Please see
http://phd.ictlogy.net 

In any case, please focus on the determinants, the causes, rather than the uses themselves.
And focus on the demand, at the qualitative level, rather than on supply. 
Effective usage or choice -- or how the Internet contributes to achieve one's goals -- is paramount. Objective choice
and subjective choice are important, but not as much as effective choice.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Name  Angoda Emmanuel

Organisation Lira Town College

Email address angodaemmanuel@gmail.com

Country/region Uganda

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government
Intergovernmental organisation
Private sector
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights The rights of users especially children should be safeguarded

Openness The Internet should be viewed as a tool to facilitate openness

Accessibility The Internet should easily accessible to all who wish to use it, including uneducated.

Multistakeholder participation All people s

Cross-cutting indicators



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Rights are not followed

Openness Theres some opennes, together with misinformation

Accessibility Only in urban areas

Multistakeholder participation Only rich and educated

Cross-cutting indicators Yes, we have people of all backgrounds

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Human rights should be upheld

Openness Open data should be encouraged

Accessibility Should be increased

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

The rights of children should be upheld.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

The ability of government to guarantee the rights and freedoms of its citizens.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? Yes

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

The internet should be open for all categories of people, irrespective of one's wealth or status
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Name  Malisa Richards

Organisation Internet Society Guyana Chapter

Email address malisarichards25.2008@gmail.com

Country/region Guyana - South America

Gender Female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Civil society
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Medium Priority

Openness High Priority

Accessibility High Priority

Multistakeholder participation High Priority

Cross-cutting indicators Medium Priority

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Indicators/Pages/HRIndicatorsIndex.aspx

Openness http://www.openness-project.eu/library/reference-book/sp-indicators

Accessibility https://www.hel.fi/static/hki4all/esteettomyysmittaristo/accessibility_indicators.pdf

Multistakeholder participation ICANN

Cross-cutting indicators http://www.who.int/life-course/publications/gs-Indicator-and-monitoring-framework.pdf

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in
your country, region or area of work?

Rights https://gy.usembassy.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/117/2016/09/Final-Guyana-DRG-Assessment-Public-Version-March-2016.pdf

Openness http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DSTI/ICCP(2015)17/FINAL&docLanguage=En

Accessibility http://1e8q3q16vyc81g8l3h3md6q5f5e.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/A4AI-2017-LAC-Affordability-Report_Online.pdf

Multistakeholder
participation

https://www.cepal.org/sites/default/files/events/files/the_forum_of_countries_of_latin_america_and_the_caribbean_on_sustainable_development_regional_platform_for_the_2030_agenda_and_the_sdgs_-
_romain_zivy_-_eclac.pdf



Cross-cutting
indicators

http://eulac-focus.net/assets/dms/WP02_Dl_01_PSR_Cross-Cutting_Topics.pdf

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with gender and with children and young people? None

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been developed? Unsure

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? At this point I can't give a true reflection for Guyana

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.



Personal information

Questions

Submission #43

Name  John Samuel

Organisation

Email address johnsamuelwrites@gmail.com

Country/region

Gender

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Privacy, Access

Openness Transparency

Accessibility Multilinguality, Inclusivity, Diversity

Multistakeholder participation Decentralized approach

Cross-cutting indicators Right to Explanation

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights Constitutional Right to Information

Openness Constitutional Right to Information, Transparency reports by corporations

Accessibility Accessibility laws and regulations that ensure websites are accessible to all persons,
regardless of their disabilities

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Measuring number of internet access denials and privacy violations

Openness Mandatory transparency reports for all organizations

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting indicators No such transparent mechanism is currently available to explain personalized user
experiences on websites

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

There is a growing interest among young people to build a gender-neutral and gender-inclusive experience on the
web. Yet there are no clear guidelines at national and international levels. There is a need to create awareness on how
such internet experience can be built.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

1. Multilingual and inclusive by design: Websites are gender-inclusive and targeting diverse users from different
multilingual backgrounds.
2. No surprises to users: All users must have the options on any website with personalized user experience on why
they see what they see.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? Stakeholders will implement and verify

their conformance to the framework



7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #46

Name  Olufemi Samson Adetunji

Organisation Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria

Email address osadetunji@futa.edu.ng

Country/region Nigeria

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Internet should be a right not a privilege. This will make governments of countries especially the
developing ones to make reasonable efforts towards this effect

Openness Online materials such as academic works should be open-accessed but internet connections
should not be open due to security issues. Also, restrictionc in countries should be minimized to
allow more service providers into the sector especially in the developing countries

Accessibility There is a large gap between internet access in rural and urban areas. In Nigeria, the rural areas
are neglected totally.

Multistakeholder
participation

There should be people's participation in this. Adequate sensitization of the public through
interest groups, trade unions etc



Cross-cutting
indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Questions

Submission #50

Name  ALEKSANDRS

Organisation LATVIJAS VEGA / sia /.

Email address ALEKS.S6@INBOX.LV

Country/region Latvia, Riga.

Gender Mail

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Civil society
Academic
Journalism/media
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Full agree

Openness Full agree

Accessibility Full agree

Multistakeholder participation Full agree

Cross-cutting indicators Difficult for me



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Difficult for me

Openness Difficult...

Accessibility Difficult...

Multistakeholder participation Difficult...

Cross-cutting indicators Difficult...

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Difficult...

Openness Difficult......

Accessibility Difficult...

Multistakeholder participation Difficult....

Cross-cutting indicators Difficult...

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Which I am in the community every day, such I am on the Internet. The difference is not.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

Now it is difficult answer for me.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

When is the some TOPIC, there are STAKEHOLDERS. Further everything depends on the level of education, private
experience and the culture of communication of stakeholders.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Thanks for chance to be among the PEOPLE of GOOD WILL. It is important for the real victim of real apartheid of the
21st century.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here. my_proposal_for_world_hum-n_summit.jpg

(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/my_proposal_for_world_hum-n_summit.jpg)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/my_proposal_for_world_hum-n_summit.jpg




Personal information

Questions

Submission #54

Name  Daniel Chong

Organisation none

Email address d3kcy1@gmail.com

Country/region Malaysia

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Internet technical and professional community
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Freedom of choice

Openness Net Neutrality

Accessibility Elderly, lower income, working class, rural population

Multistakeholder participation User friendly government websites

Cross-cutting indicators Data Cost, connectivity

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights unknown

Openness unknown

Accessibility unknown

Multistakeholder participation unknown

Cross-cutting indicators unknown

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights unknown

Openness unknown

Accessibility unknown

Multistakeholder participation unknown

Cross-cutting indicators unknown

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

I teach modules related to Internet Cultures to college students.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

This is a very vague survey. It should be sent to targeted groups and individuals with clear guidelines.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #57

Name  Muhammad Shabbir

Organisation Internet Society, Islamabad Pakistan Chapter

Email address mshabbirawan@gmail.com

Country/region Pakistan

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Human Rights, Civil Rights

Openness

Accessibility Accessibility for PWDs

Multistakeholder
participation

Bottom-up consultations and inclusion of concerned stakeholders in decesion
making

Cross-cutting indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights

Openness

Accessibility W3C's Guidelines on web accessibility WCAG2.0

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility Lack of accessibility standerds and willingness of the indestry and developers to follow
these

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.
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Submission #62

Name  RENATO VERCESI MADER

Organisation ESPM

Email address renato.mader@gmail.com

Country/region Brazil

Gender MALE

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights CITIZENSHIP, THE CONCEPT OF A DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP.

Openness NO COMMERCIAL BORDERS, BUT NATIONAL BORDERS,LEGAL AND ETHICAL BORDERS
ARE STRONGER THAN EVER.

Accessibility PATERNS AND STANDARDS LIKE W3C?

Multistakeholder
participation

MEANS TO BE REPRESENTATIVE AS MUCH AS A POLITICAL VOTE FOR ALL THE CITIZENS
WITH INTERNET ACCESS.

Cross-cutting
indicators

TIME SPENT RATIO CONSIDERING ALL THE POPULATION AND NOT ONLY WHOSE HAS
INTERNET ACESS COULD ELIMINATE SOME BIASES.

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights amount of rights, services, and voice the citizen has as being digital citizen

Openness Transparency should become global, not restricted to national boundaries.

Accessibility meaning here, digital accessibility, focusing on the digital divide.

Multistakeholder
participation

a global, meaning really global network, where a user can access all citizenship material
wherever is the place.

Cross-cutting
indicators

Ratio between commercial and personal purchases uses of it, and also social,
governmental and not profit activies

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights There is a bias considering geolocation, use of internet and quality services for population
aroung geolocated areas in cities.

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

mainly consumption rates on the major social networks, specially youtube and facebook, , rather than socialwise
information, or workwise information.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

In order to analise levels of digital citizenship, levels of social management skill in a country or society.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

Hopefully, in a peacefull way, although, the same data can be used to build any kind of prejection of datas, concerning
any interest involved.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Just consider internet not by itself, but some media and way of data, that is entirely connected to the infrastructure of
telecom, operators, providers, and therefore, as service, as commercial offer, it always will be distant from a



universality, considering that something universal should be clear and accessible for all the universe, not only markets.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #66

Name  Lokesh Gujjarappa

Organisation None

Email address lokesh.gujjarappa@gmail.com

Country/region India

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Right to access, content in local language

Openness Service providers should not restrict access to any content

Accessibility Removal of cultural barriers

Multistakeholder participation Must and local stakeholders must be part of local decision making bodies

Cross-cutting indicators Improving literacy, skills, infrastructure access

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights Right to privacy, right to confidentiality, right to data protection

Openness No restrictions on sites

Accessibility Local language content

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Rights of girls to adopt internet and use it

Openness Open content and net neutrality

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation Grassroot level participation is still lacking

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

In my view content should be available in native language, this will boost access. There is inherent gender inequality
which need to be considered. One prominent indicator i would suggest is access to Internet of indigenous population.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

Conducting workshops with indigenous youth population about internet, rights, privacy, data protection etc.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? This will help monitor progress over

time.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Include indigenous population access to Internet as a special indicator
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #68

Name  Oba Abdulkadir LA'ARO

Organisation University of Ilorin

Email address laaro.oa@unilorin.edu.ng

Country/region Nigeria/African

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Academic
Journalism/media

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Citizen's right to use the internet for self expression BUT with strong emphasis on ethics of
inter group interactions

Openness Openness about ownership and operation

Accessibility Access by the rural areas and non urban part of a metropolis

Multistakeholder
participation

Low income earners and women

Cross-cutting
indicators



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights None

Openness None

Accessibility media literacy (skills to operate and use all media)

Multistakeholder participation None

Cross-cutting indicators None

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Misuse of the right of expression by media users.

Openness None

Accessibility None

Multistakeholder participation Nine

Cross-cutting indicators None

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

None
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

to generate knowledge about the use of internet enabled media usage among family members. Also difference and
similarity about the level of penetration of the internet.among the youth.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? For solving practical issue of life,

service and products.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

I think it will be useful if the media literacy indicators and measures are included in the framework
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #71

Name  Chris Zielinski

Organisation Partnerships in Health Information Programme, University of Winchester (UK)

Email address chris@chriszielinski.com

Country/region UK (but working in Africa and Asia)

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights A clear identificatiion and conformity with an explicit menu of rights

Openness Open

Accessibility Accessible to all (including sensorily disabled and learning difficulties)

Multistakeholder participation Yes

Cross-cutting indicators Knowledge, universal access to essential information

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights No

Openness No - this is a binary yes/no

Accessibility No - this is a binary yes/no

Multistakeholder participation Count the stakeholders

Cross-cutting indicators Many for knowledge use - Google Analyticss and similar analytical tools

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights 1) A clear definition of the rights, 2) a clear set of widely accepted indicators

Openness A standard defintion of openness and a template statement that could be appied on all compliant
websites

Accessibility 1) Development of digital networks (especially lacking in Africa), 2) Adoption of Manila Principles
on Intermediate Libility (https://www.manilaprinciples.org/)

Multistakeholder
participation

Documenting the stakeholders, development of digital networks (especially lacking in Africa)

Cross-cutting
indicators

!) Knolwledge-based indiators for impact of information, knwoledge and knowledge managment
on development need to be develoiped, tested and applied (an area I am working on), 2)
Knowledge need to be included at least as a cross-curttting indicator in the SDGs (it is not
enough to say knwledge is cross-cutting, it also needs to be singled out for analysis and
strengthening)

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

None specific (other than Google Analytics and the like)
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

I would apply it in the many health-information-related projects Partnerships in Health Information (Phi) is undertaking
in developing countries. We would want to apply the framework and write up the results for publication (I am working on
my PhD, and this would be included in my doctoral work).
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

As a normative tool, to provide evidence of the social benefits of their work/projects
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.



I would be glad to interact with you on this. My ongoing doctoral work covers 1) the theory of knowledge management
as applied to sectors (rather than to organizations), starting with the health sector, and 2) indicators of
knowledge/information impact. I have 20+ years of developing country experience and have worked with UNESCO on
information-related issues in the past.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #79

Name  Carissa Véliz

Organisation Uehiro Centre for Practical Ethics, University of Oxford

Email address carissa.veliz@philosophy.ox.ac.uk

Country/region UK

Gender Female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights 1

Openness

Accessibility 3

Multistakeholder participation 2

Cross-cutting indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights

Openness



Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

We need to think about how the Internet is influencing wellbeing. Topics to be considered: online harassment, gender
inequality online, addiction and the hijacking of attention by persuasive technologies
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.
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Submission #81

Name  nasser hamdan al riyami

Organisation sultan qaboos university

Email address nasserh@squ.edu.om

Country/region Sultanate of Oman/Muscat

Gender male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights 1

Openness 4

Accessibility 3

Multistakeholder participation 2

Cross-cutting indicators 5

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights 1

Openness 2



Accessibility 3

Multistakeholder participation 4

Cross-cutting indicators 5

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights 3

Openness 2

Accessibility 4

Multistakeholder participation 1

Cross-cutting indicators 5

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

none
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

none
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? if they can have an access

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

none
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.
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Submission #83

Name  Cláudio Lucena

Organisation Paraíba State University, Brazil / Foundation for Science and Technology, Portugal

Email address claudio.lucena@uepb.edu.br

Country/region Brazil, Northeast

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

During a very productive session at ICANN60 in Abu Dhabi I had the opportunity of interacting with Mr. Guy Berger and
then further discuss the possibility/utility of correlating the idea of internet universality indicators with the Sustainable
Development Goals. The rough idea behind it stems from the fact that the importance of connectivity - and the Internet
as such - has already been widely recognized as a way to promote and pursue the SDGs. Since the indicators have
the potential of being a tool that, among other purposes, serves to improve knowledge and oversight of the impact of
the Internet in the lives of people, in States and in organizations all over the world, it seems that a dialogue between
the two initiatives could be a path worth exploring.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #84

Name  Sivuyile Sviggy Sesi

Organisation Internative Digital www.news24.com/user/mavidge1

Email address Mavidge1@gmail.com

Country/region South Africa

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government
Intergovernmental organisation
Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Civil society
Academic
Journalism/media
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Making a living.

Openness Free will

Accessibility Multi making a living accessible

Multistakeholder participation Collaboration, cooperation and synergy



Cross-cutting indicators Making income.

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Free economy

Openness Doing what suit and serve you

Accessibility To have mult income making stream for all

Multistakeholder participation Joint ventures taking place

Cross-cutting indicators A pool of income accessable

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Self help, and open for independance

Openness No unnecessary interuption

Accessibility Ownself accessible use

Multistakeholder participation Cooperation and tolerance

Cross-cutting indicators Able to present own projects

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

More women are getting jobs and better opportunities, children play with it to get used. I saw other children doing
training.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

Doing public education programmes, and sharing on networking
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? Learning and applying, getting used to

take it further.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Help me with free internet provision to help others



8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.
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Name  Sivuyile Sviggy Sesi

Organisation Internative Digital www.news24.com/user/mavidge1

Email address Mavidge1@gmail.com

Country/region South Africa

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government
Intergovernmental organisation
Internet technical and professional community
Private sector
Civil society
Academic
Journalism/media
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Making a living.

Openness Free will

Accessibility Multi making a living accessible

Multistakeholder participation Collaboration, cooperation and synergy



Cross-cutting indicators Making income.

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights Free economy

Openness Doing what suit and serve you

Accessibility To have mult income making stream for all

Multistakeholder participation Joint ventures taking place

Cross-cutting indicators A pool of income accessable

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights Self help, and open for independance

Openness No unnecessary interuption

Accessibility Ownself accessible use

Multistakeholder participation Cooperation and tolerance

Cross-cutting indicators Able to present own projects

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

More women are getting jobs and better opportunities, children play with it to get used. I saw other children doing
training.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

Doing public education programmes, and sharing on networking
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework? Learning and applying, getting used to

take it further.
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

Help me with free internet provision to help others



8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here. sesi.pdf

(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/sesi.pdf)

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/sesi.pdf


Personal information
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Submission #90

Name  Ekaterina Sorokova

Organisation MGIMO University

Email address kathsorokova@gmail.com

Country/region Russia

Gender Female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights

Openness absence of restrictions on the use of the Internet on political, gender, religious, racial, social and
other grounds; ability of all stakeholders to participate in the management of the Internet in
accordance with their roles and duties; use of the Internet as a platform for obtaining knowledge,
high-quality and reliable information; availability of mechanisms that take into account the
opinions of citizens and the expert community when it comes to making decisions on the
development and use of the Internet; balance between the openness of the Internet combined
with the confidentiality of personal data and the security of Internet users.

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights

Openness level of use of the Internet by all segments of society (age, gender criteria); criteria for non-
discrimination of the policy of organizations that have the right to technically "close" access to the
Internet for citizens and entire states; quality of information on the Internet (the number of
materials on the cultural heritage, encyclopaedias, electronic museums, scientific research,
educational resources posted in the network); level of public participation in decision-making
regarding the development and use of the Internet; availability of mechanisms to maintain a
balance between the openness and information security; awareness of the population about the
possibilities of the Internet for education, research, business contacts, employment; level of
awareness of the population about information risks and threats to personal security in the
Internet space.

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

availability of national and international mechanisms for the allocation of roles and responsibilities
in the management of the Internet network between stakeholders (government, technical
organizations, expert community, private sector);

Cross-cutting
indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

In general, it is useful, but not at the expense of an integrated approach to assess the universality of the Internet.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?



Such framework will be a good instrument that will allow to assess the level of Internet openness in individual countries
and conduct comparative studies according to the commonly agreed set of criteria. It will also be an important step
towards the development of a common legal framework of Internet governance.
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #91

Name  Kochegurov Dmitry

Organisation INION RAN

Email address Kocheg.dima007@yandex.ru

Country/region Russia/Moscow

Gender Male

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility - fair distribution of critical Internet resources; - access to Internet services throughout the
territory, including remote and hard-to-reach areas; - speed and quality of data transmission; -
level of information literacy, skills of using the Internet; - linguistic diversity in the Internet.

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights

Openness

Accessibility - state regulation of the global Internet network; - percentage of the population with access to the
Internet; - level of penetration of Internet services in the population, households, fixed and mobile
access; - level of penetration of Internet services in remote and hard-to-reach areas; - speed and
quality of data transmission; - level of information literacy and skills of using the Internet; -
availability of general and specialized programs on training of the use of the Internet; - level of
representation of information on the Internet in national languages, including small nations.

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #92

Name  Elagina Maria

Organisation Higher School of Economics

Email address masha2408el@mail.ru

Country/region Russia

Gender female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

1) professional ethics in the Internet 2) voluntary associations of stakeholders for solving the
problems of development and security of the Internet

Cross-cutting
indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights



Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

1) distribution of roles and responsibilities regarding the management of the Internet network
between stakeholders (government, technical organizations, expert community, private sector) 2)
level of professional ethics in the Internet 3) existence of voluntary associations in solving
problems of development and security of the Internet

Cross-cutting
indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

1) Insufficiency of statistical information and methodological approaches to their evaluation 2)
Expansion of the information to be evaluated and published, development of methodological
approaches for their evaluation

Cross-cutting
indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #99

Name  Claudia Padovani

Organisation University of Padova

Email address claudia.padovani@unipd.it

Country/region Italy/Europe

Gender Female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong? Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

Most analyses tend to acknowledge - and assume in view of practical interventions - the different
dimension of gender inequality that relate to digital technologies and the Internet. Yet it is hard to
find any attempt to theoretically elaborate on the interplay amongst such dimensions; nor
analytical frameworks have been developed. In exploring the path towards designing, adapting
and implementing gender-aware / gender-sensitive indicators for Internet Universality we should
therefore start from acknowledging the gaps and shortcomings in framing the issues and in
developing consistent and multidimensional normative frameworks.



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

% of female/male Internet users % of female/male access to Internet infrastructures/resources %
of women/men in paid jobs related to ICT gender pay gaps in ICTs % of women/men in
managerial/technical jobs % of women/men in decision-making and boards % of women/men as
owners of ICT companies % female/male enrolment rates in STEM existing gender equality
policies/support measures (organizational level) gender equality legal and normative frameworks
(country level)

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

I think we need to understand and address the different dimensions of gender inequality in their
implications and their interplay as interlocking patterns of inequality reproduction. There is a
need to better conceptualize gender equality and inequalities in the media and ICT. Indeed,
seldom we find theoretically sound elaborations on which to ground both recommendations and
indicators. As per gaps in approaches, it is not enough to mainstream gender issues, rather: it is
necessary to recognize the intersection of various forms of inequality (in Rights, Openness,
Access and multi-actor participation) and, to articulate an understanding of the main (power)
structures that contribute to maintain and reproduce gender inequality - including interconnected
norms, values, institutions, and organizations that reproduce gender inequality in the digital
context. Finally, dealing with Internet Universality touches upon every aspects of traditional and
digital media operations and content.



4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

More then referring to indicators I am concerned with how issues that concern gender equality and children are
framed, and thus 'explored' or 'measured' through indicators. In this sense, based on a study of 58 Charters and
documents concerned with Internet and fundamental rights, I would like to highlight the following:
• Issues are still mostly framed in terms of discrimination and under-representation
• Diagnosis is given much less space than prognosis (where the problem starts? Who is responsible)
• Some aspects are often mentioned: principles, access (address divides), (relevant online) content, decision-making,
education (skills, literacy) 
• BUT others are not: work, money (power), violence and cultural norms almost absent
• Language mostly reflects a conceptualization of GE as inclusion = under-representation, discrimination
• MUCH LESS a conceptualization of GE as transformation (though generic formulas of ‘empowerment’ and
‘transforming norms’ are used by Unesco)
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

I could use this with students in class, as an educational tool to explore communication rights and freedoms related to
the digital context;
I could also use it in my research activities concerning the adoption/dissemination of gender-aware media and ICT
policies, across countries and regions (a research agenda that needs to be elaborated, refined, carried on).
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

I am uploading here a short document I prepared for a presentation I made at the IAMCR 2017 conference in a Unesco
panel titled UNESCO global consultation on Internet indicators. These were just notes for the panel, not a fully
elaborated paper; but they may contain/include some interesting insights.
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here. claudia_panel_unesco_in_cartagena.docx

(https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/claudia_panel_unesco_in_cartagena.docx)

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/webform/claudia_panel_unesco_in_cartagena.docx
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Submission #102

Name  Courtney Radsch, Ph.D.

Organisation

Email address cradsch@gmail.com

Country/region United States

Gender F

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic
Journalism/media
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights freedom of expression and anti-censorship

Openness interoperability and anti-censorship

Accessibility multilingualism

Multistakeholder
participation

ensuring adequate support for civil society engagement from historically under-
represented communities

Cross-cutting indicators freedom of association



2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights network shutdowns; censored platforms; due process for content or account removal;
transparency and accountability mechanisms for public and private sector internet actors

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights reporting by Internet Referral Units on number of accounts referred for takedown; sites/pages
removed under the "Right to Be Forgotten"/delisted

Openness

Accessibility availability of content for the vision impaired or other disabled communities; availability and utility
of translation services; % of content in various languages; cost of access and this cost as a % of
average monthly income

Multistakeholder
participation

Cross-cutting
indicators

IP, URL or other blocking by government

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Online harassment of women
Online sexualized threats against any user
Online harassment of children/cyberbullying
# and % of women who are represented on the boards and executive management teams of internet companies
# and % of women who blog or are active on citizen media



5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

as an assessment tool; in advocacy with governments and private sector
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #107

Name  Günther Cyranek

Organisation Independent Consultant

Email address guenther.cyranek@gmail.com

Country/region Germany/ Europe

Gender m

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Civil society
Academic
Individual capacity

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights access to information, freedom of expression

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation participation of users in participatory design

Cross-cutting indicators inclusion of gender aspects and relevance of youth

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?



Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility access at appropriate rate in cities and country side without divide

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators most important is still disparity related to gender in use and content production

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

Useful for national evaluation of development of Internet access, progress for bodies to support open society by
providing an inclusive society using Internet channels
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

tool for advancement of democratisation of Internet in contrary to governmental control
6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

The Universal Internet indicators should be used to develop an openly informed and informing society ready to
communicate as competent partners in participatory fora
7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

- Guaranty of net neutrality should be reflected in the Internet indicators;
- Hidden spaces of Dark Net have to be addressed for corruption, weapon dealing,...;
- hate speech, 
- professional fake news propagating has to be adressed
8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.
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Submission #109

Name  Kaylene Kellman-Holder

Organisation Ministry of Education, Science, Technology and Innovation

Email address kkellmanholder@mes.gov.bb

Country/region Barbados

Gender Female

How would you define the stakeholder community or communities to which you belong?

Government
Academic

1. What are your priorities for issues that should be addressed through the Internet Universality
framework in each of these five categories?

Rights Children's rights especially as it relates to protection from all forms of physical or mental
violence...(article 19); the right to education (article 28); and the rights of disabled children
(article 23).

Openness

Accessibility There should be a protocol that limits the accessibility of children to specific sites and specific
types of information. For example, to access pornography, the site requires the input of an
identification number that will tell if the person aiming to access the site is over 18.

Multistakeholder
participation



Cross-cutting
indicators

2. Are there are any existing indicators with which you are familiar that you think it would be useful to
include in the ROAM indicators framework?

Rights No

Openness No

Accessibility No

Multistakeholder participation No

Cross-cutting indicators No

3. What do you think are the most important gaps in data/evidence required for monitoring Internet
Universality and the ROAM principles? What approaches do you think could help to address these in your
country, region or area of work?

Rights

Openness

Accessibility

Multistakeholder participation

Cross-cutting indicators

4. What experience or views do you have of indicators relating to the Internet which are concerned with
gender and with children and young people?

I currently have no experience with internet indicators. However, as it relates to gender, I am of the view that an
indicator related to the perpetuation of gender stereotypes is needed. That is, there should be a protocol for ensuring
that the images and content placed on the internet do not continue to reinforce negative gender stereotypes such as
the one that physics and related subjects are for males.
In terms of children and young people, there should be an indicator which relates to exposure to illicit drugs. The
purpose of this indicator would be to protecting against exposure.
5. How do you think you might use the indicator framework for Internet Universality once it has been
developed?

In terms of approving websites for use in educational institutions, the indicator framework could provide a reference
point. If a website does not have a specified level of conformity then steps would be taken to limit the access to it.



6. How do you think that other stakeholders might use the framework?

7. Please add any other comments that you think will be helpful to UNESCO in developing the indicators
framework.

8. Please upload any documents that you think will be helpful here.

Please indicate here if you do NOT want your contribution to be published on the UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators
consultation platform.


